There are plenty of methods for an assessment of expert judgments. Older methods like the Delphi method or the Nominal group techniques work with the point expert estimates of unknown quantities. Cooke (1991) described a method based on the assessment of expert efficiency (ability to make a successful estimation) based on the variability of their assessment from the actual value obtained post-hoc, i.e. after the occurrence of the assessed phenomenon.
These methods, which are based on efficiency weights, are increasingly applied in practice. The experience has shown their better accuracy with respect to classical methods of expert assessment (Goossens, 1998) .
The main goal of these methods is to make a foundation for reaching a rational consensus. In the presented article, we will show an example of actual usage of the given method for the verification of a probabilistic model for the assessment of adequacy of a fire prevention assistance service in a large metallurgical complex.
The underlying principle of Cook's method of weighing based on efficiency consists in the fact that the weights used in the combination of distributions of expert judgments are selected by the so-called expert efficiency. It is a numerical assessment of their ability to answer the so-called calibration questions, i.e. the answers to the questions that are known only to the assessors, not to the experts.
The inputs for determination of efficiency weights are quantile estimates of experts on requested variability, whereas both the variability of unknown variables and the calibration variability are assessed. Calibration variability is variability of deviation of estimates from the actual values of the variable, which are known to the assessor (post hoc). The expert estimates are weighted based on their calibration ability and the informativeness of their estimation. Consequently, these values meet the given conditions with an asymptotic strictness. That means that an expert reaches a maximal expected weight in a longer period of assessment, if the estimates long-lastingly correspond to the actual values. The result of evaluation by such system of weighing is subsequently processed by the examiner. The acquired estimation is weighted with respect to calibration and informativeness of the estimation. The examiner determines the so-called inherent range, i.e. the lower and upper bound that is usable for a good approximation of the distribution of an analyzed quantity (Tkáč, 2000) .
CALIBRATION AND INFORMATIVENESS
The quality of an expert's calibration can be measured based on the differences between the empirical distribution of calibration variable and the distribution determined by the expert; thus the calibration is a probabilistic characteristic of statistical hypotheses tests that are defined for each expert. Realizations can be understood as independent samples from a distribution corresponding to the quantiles estimated by an expert. The assessor prioritizes those experts, whose statistical hypotheses correspond to the data acquired from an empirical estimation of the distribution of calibration variable.
Let's assume that we observe a set of N calibration variables, such as s 1 N realizations are from the interval 0-5%, s 2 N realizations are from the interval 5-50% etc. Then the empirical density has a form (s 1 ,..., s 4 ), and we want to measure its proximity to the hypothetical density (p 1 ,..., p 4 ) = (0. 05, 0.45, 0.45, 0.05) . The way how to measure this proximity is offered by the so-called relative information with respect to p given by the formula:
It is a non-negative value that reaches its minimum, i.e. 0 if s = p. A good expert should have his empirical density (s 1 ,..., s 4 ) close to (p 1 ,..., p 4 ) and his relative information should be close to 0. It is a well known fact that, for large N, the distribution of relative information (with the size of 2N) is well approximated by a χ -square distribution with three degrees of freedom
χ is a distribution function of a χ -square distribution with three degrees of freedom.
The calibration of an expert e is defined as the probability of giving (acquiring) worse information (greater or equal) than the actually acquired information providing that the expert distribution is (p 1 ,..., p 4 ). Thus,
χ (2N I(s, p) ), the empirical density s equal to the hypothetical density p gives us the best possible calibration, which is equal to 1. Informativeness is assessed considering each variable and each expert by the calculation of relative information of an expert's density for this variable with respect to the primary measurement.
Inherent range is acquired by adding k%, i.e. by increasing the smallest interval containing all quantiles and realizations. k is generally determined by the assessor (the most common value is k = 10%) Densities of distribution are connected with the assessments of each expert for every requested variable as follows:
• densities correspond to the expert quantile estimates,
• densities are minimally informative with respect to the basis of measurement given by the quantile boundaries.
If the primary measurement is uniform, it means that an expert interpolating distribution with respect to the inquired question is uniform between 0-5% and 5-50%, etc. Relative information of an expert e for a given requested variable is 
DETERMINATION OF WEIGHTS
For determination of a weight that is based on the efficiency of each individual expert, the information about his informativeness and calibration will be used. When enumerating the above-mentioned weights, the examiner will set a definite basic success levelα . Each expert, whose calibration will be lower than the α level, will automatically be assigned the weight of 0. Weighing rule R for determining an unknown variable that reaches values 1,..., n is a function in a form of R(p,i) for a probabilistic prediction p during the realization of i. The expected value for the subjective probability p, when an expert believes that the actual value has a distribution of q, is
We say that the evaluation rule is suitable if, for every p and q, there is one maximized E q R(p/i) and q = p. That means that if there is used a suitable evaluation rule, an expert minimizes his weight by determining a probability that he believes is right.
An example of such a suitable evaluation rule is R(q,i) = log q i . Then the expected value assigned to the subjective probability p is ( )
, which is known as the relative information. In the model, we will use more than one calibrating quantity. Thus, the generalization of an idea of a suitable evaluation rule is used in a way that gives us an assessment based on a group of estimations and realizations. Supposing that an expert believes that a set M of unknown values X 1 ,..., X m reaches values 1,..., n and has a Q distribution. Expected relative frequency of the result i is
Supposing that we have the evaluation rule R(p, M, s).
If the expert determines the expected relative results with frequency p in the set of M variables, whereas the observational relative output frequency is s, then the result expected by the expert is:
THE PROBABILISTIC MODEL ASSISTANCE ADEQUACY ASSESSMENT
One of the projects of Safety Improvement -SI using PRA (Probabilistic Risk Analysis), which was realized in practice, was the project focused on the adequacy of fire assistance in a large metallurgical company. In the company, there is a need to execute miscellaneous activities in various places that create an increased risk of fire, explosion or pollution (hereafter dangerous activities). This risk is multiplied if the above-mentioned activities are executed in the environment with a high level of fire danger.
Based on the valid legislation and in terms of company's regulations, in such cases the so-called fire assistance is executed. It comprises a group of experts in the field of fire protection. The assistance consists of the preventive part, i.e. inspection of the environment, prohibition of entry for unauthorized personnel, permanent supervision of activities, potential prohibition of an activity during increased endangerment, safety supervision over the object after the execution of works, etc. and the repressive part, i.e. immediate action during fire, prevention of spreading fire, suppression activities, immediate call a firefighter unit, coordination of rescue operations, initiation of evacuation, etc. With respect to the nature of executed activities, it is necessary to determine the range, staff and equipment of the assistance unit with the necessary technology.
Managing and supplying the fire assistance in the company was assigned to employees with a university degree. The individual units of the company who intend to carry out activities with an increased danger (based on their subjective risk assessment) ask for staffing the assistance with members of firefighter unit (so-called professional assistance) or they execute the assistance by means of their own fire patrol.
In their request, they determine the needed staff, range, and equipment of the assistance unit (with respect to their own evaluation). The authorized employee of the firefighter unit will determine, based on the given request or after the consultation and/or environment inspection, the suitable range, staff, and equipment of the unit. Consequently, the unit will execute the assistance in the time needed.
A critical factor of such system of organization and supervision of the assistance is the evaluation of the risk of potentially dangerous activities by the coordinating units. To avoid under or over-estimation of the risk of an unwanted activity, there was elaborated a probabilistic model for the risk estimation during dangerous activities. For an adequacy judgment of the model, the method of expert assessment was used.
The company's request to make the model simple and lucid brought two technical restrictions for the model:
• Based on the long-term experience with the usage of the Failure Mode and Effects Critical Analysis -FMEA), there was a request for a numeric range of the risk extent from 1 to 1000.
• The interpolating table of the meaning of the estimated risks and the way of execution of the fire assistance was appointed in advance. It is denoted as follows (Table 1) . Table 1 results the necessity of professional assistance in case the risk estimated by the model has a value greater than 500. The procedure of the model creation exceeds the scope of this article and is described in depth in (Turisová, 2004) .
Formally, we can represent the examined model of the risk calculation by this formula:
The meaning of the individual variables and their relevant values is described in Table 2 . Based on computer aided simulation the k value with the required precision was determined by a group of experts. The verification of adequacy of the model resulted from the application of the expert assessment method. 
Legend: L -Substances occurring in the place of assistance, C -Activity with an increased danger of fire, M -Place of assistance execution, D -Type of workplace storage of the dangerous substance, H -Direct primary damages, N -Indirect primary damages -reparable, Z -Secondary damages on technology (domino effect), O -Endangerment of a human life, T -Type of endangerment.

THE PROCEDURE OF A PRACTICAL VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL ADEQUACY
• In cooperation with the purchaser of the assistance there was elaborated a list of dangerous works (activities). It includes both the activities that were executed in the past and activities that might potentially occur in the future. Various locations (types of works) were taken into consideration, so that they created a sample set of possible assistance orders, i.e. they could cover the potential range and size of endangerment.
• 120 activities were processed.
• From empirical data, which were acquired from real assistances, 30 of them were selected as calibrating variables and were included into the database. Calibrated, realized and empirically verified assistances were selected on the basis of relevant activities, so that they could cover the whole range of possible risk assessment.
• There was created a group of 7 experts from various relevant fields (representatives of customers, creators of the model and other fire specialists).
• The task of the group of experts was to evaluate the risk (the whole database of 150 activities) based on the model of assistance adequacy, but from the client's point of view. Thus, it was not a strict determination of the risk, but estimation -how can a trained amateur (representative of the purchaser) proceed with the help of the risk evaluation model.
Experts carried out an interval estimation of the risk for every activity from the database, hence for calibrating activities, taking into consideration the following percentiles 5%, 50% a 95% (Table 3) :
q 5% -risk estimation -lower bound of the estimation (lower estimation of the risk from the customer's side is not very probable -max 5%), q 50% -risk estimation -middle estimation that is evidently the most common one, it is the value that will the most frequently represent actually calculated value of the risk by the customer, q 95% -risk estimation -upper bound of the estimation (higher estimation of the risk from the customer's side is not very probable -max 5%).
Table 3 -Sample of Interval Estimations of the Risk Determined by Individual Experts for Activity no. 1 and the Calibrating Activity K5 (Value RK5 represents the actually known resulting value)
• The assessment of all activities in the database was executed once again independently by the team of the model's creators, who made a point estimation R i for every activity i from the database. Based on this model, all activities were stratified into four categories: • the informativeness and calibration of each expert was calculated for every category (Table 4) . For every activity, there was determined the empirical density of the distribution of the risk value by the expert assessment based on presented weights. Calibration and informativeness was determined for each expert. In order to assign weights, the marginal success value α was chosen. For each selection of the marginal value the weights were changed (because for higher values of α, more experts are excluded , and the weights are more focused on the remaining experts). Similarly, a combined expert, which was created as a combination of other experts, is dependent upon α. For the combined expert, we can also enumerate 5%, 50% and 95% quantiles and eventually calibration and informativeness.
In the model, we made a selection α with respect to the weight of this expert in a way that the combined expert was the last one, who met the criteria for getting into the group of experts.
• From the empirical distribution function of expert assessment, there was determined a mean M i for every activity i.
• For every activity i the adequacy index was calculated:
For every category of activities, there was created a histogram of adequacy indexes, mean and sample standard deviation (Figure 1) .
Figure 1 -The histogram of the estimation error for Category III activities
(Estimation error ε = 14.906) • Based on the mean of adequacy indexes extended by the ± triple of the sample standard deviation, there was determined the so-called estimation error interval for every category of activities.
• The expert team decided (wanting rather to provide any assistance than not provide the appropriate professional assistance) to consider the estimation error ε to be the absolute value of the upper bound of the interval of an error estimated for Category III (Figure 1 ). (It is a logical decision, because Category III includes the "marginal" activities, when it is necessary to make a decision about the potential professional assistance of the firefighter unit.)
• The resulting model formula for the risk calculation has a form:
where X = 0.0394, k = 0.125, and ε = 14.906.
The meaning of other variables is determined in Table 2 , whereas parameter X was adjusted, so that we can meet the upper bound of the range of possible risk R = 1000. Such an adjusted model was once again empirically verified on a database sample of actually executed assistances. 
CONCLUSION
In company practice we often encounter the problem of qualified estimation of some important characteristics necessary for the process of decision making of the top management. A typical example is risk evaluation, which is based, in addition to other factors, on the probability of occurrence of an unwanted phenomenon. The estimation of the probability of occurrence is commonly a reason for a big faultiness of the above-mentioned estimates. It is relatively difficult to estimate an occurrence of any given phenomenon, which is very improbable, i.e. the occurrence rate is a very small number, especially if the assessor has no experience with the assessing of the given phenomenon. On the other hand, if we want to make a rational decision resulting from quantitative characteristics, the precision of above-mentioned estimation is a very important factor of a good, rational decision. Implementation of the probabilistic model as an aid for managers for selection of a suitable type of fire assistance is an example of a procedure, by which it is possible to decrease a risk of error occurrence in the risk evaluation systematically. The adequacy of the theoretically determined model was verified by the method of expert assessment, based on which were appointed the balancing variables, so that the model could meet all the required criteria and at the same time remain simple, easily interpretable and trustworthy. The methodology of the expert assessment that was used for the verification of the given model has proven to be usable. Moreover, it seems that in other areas of managerial decision making it can be understood as one of the fundamental effective methods for reaching a consensus.
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